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A stay on Antarctica

Evidence
1. A higher share of neanderthal or denisovan genes among East Asians than Europeans
2. Maps of Antarctica drawn up before the continent was discovered by William Smith in 1819.
3. Tolerable temperatures on Antarctica between ice ages
4. The direction of immigration in South America
5. An anomalous orientation of the zodiac in Asia, as if drawn up south of the equator
6. An anomalous direction in walking round an object of veneration
7. A disagreement about the direction of ocean gyres
8. An anomalous orientation of temples, as if south of the equator or east of the Pacific
9. Aboriginal allusions to penguins in regions beyond their range

To these points:

Gene distribution
People in  China,  Japan and other  East  Asian countries  have about  20 percent  more
neanderthal DNA than do Europeans … The theory that made the most sense was that
Asians  inherited  additional  neanderthal  DNA at  a  later  time.  In  this  scenario,  the
ancestors of Asians and Europeans split, the early Asians migrated east, and there they
had a second encounter with neanderthals … If neanderthals became extinct 40,000
years  ago,  they  may  have  disappeared  before  Europeans  and  Asian  populations
genetically  diverged.  How can  there  have  been  neanderthals  left  to  interbreed  with
Asians a second time?1

Maybe their heartland lay in Asia, where they were reached and eradicated later.

Maps of Antarctica
The first  signs of Antarctica were reported by
Captain  James  Cooke  in  1775,  who  passed  a
few  islands  within  the  polar  circle  without
glimpsing the mainland,

yet there are 16th-century maps that show
this  undiscovered  land.  The  most
impressive of these are gores (triangular
map  sections  pieced  together  to  form a
globe) made by an unknown cartographer
in Stuttgart.  Of course, the gores do not
make a  complete  circumference  because
they were designed for a globe, and not to
be placed on a flat surface. In order to see
the  map  as  it  was  meant  to  be  seen,  I

1 Zimmer, C. A new theory on how neanderthal DNA spread in Asia. New York Times, 19 Feb 2015
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copied the gores and placed them together at the points where the land at the southern
end of the gores meets ...

Compare this gore map to a modern map showing Antarctica as it would look without
ice and note the similarities. In Figure 2, the red line shows the land underneath the ice,
and gray areas indicate existing ice … How was this 16th-century mapmaker able to
create an accurate map of a continent that would not be surveyed for another 250 years?

Particularly striking are the areas in the western and northwestern parts of both maps,
and Figure 3 below presents detail views for comparison purposes. Note that Island ‘A’
appears to be in front of the entrance to a river on both maps, and likewise Island ‘B’ is
in  the same general area.  Just  to  the north of the entrance to  the Ross Sea,  islands
labeled ‘C’ appear on both maps as well. Today, all these islands, and most of the Ross
Sea, are surrounded by an ice shelf.

We know about the shape of the dry land only through modern technology. Certainly
there was a similar ice cover in the 16th century, so it’s not possible that the surveys on
which the gore map was based were conducted at that time by some secret unknown
explorer. These prescient globe gores are not the result of a lone, and lucky, guesser.
Other  maps  very similar  to  the  gore  map,  although  not  as  detailed,  were  made by
Orontonius Fineus (Oronce Fine) in 1533 and by Gerard Mercator in 1538.

In  addition,  the  Piri  Reis  map of  1513 appears  to  illustrate  the  eastern  side  of  the
Antarctic Peninsula and the Weddell Sea area. Figure 6 shows a portion of this map that
depicts part of Western Africa, the eastern coast of South America and a contiguous land
mass across the bottom …

This  consistent  similarity  between  these  16th-century  maps  and  a  modern  map  of
Antarctica, as if its coastline were free from ice, cannot be just accidental. And certainly
no one in 1513, or in the 1530s for that matter, could have sailed to Antarctica, much
less have discovered the land hidden beneath the ice shelves. Significantly, the Piri Reis
map’s author states on the map that it is based partly on maps going back to the time of
Alexander the Great (356 to 323 BC). The only conclusion, then, is that these early
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maps illustrate  the world as it  was at  a much earlier  period in time – when it  was
warmer ...

The Portolan maps of Western Europe going back to the 13th century are accurate for
longitude  –  something  western  Europeans  could  not  determine  on  a  regular  basis
(without an eclipse) until after Galileo discovered the moons of Jupiter in 1610. It was
not until the end of the 17th century that sufficient studies of these moons had been made
to use them as the timing device for obtaining longitude in mapmaking.2

The Ross Sea is south of New Zealand so can be reached by landing south of Africa then sailing
with  the  current  along the  coast,  without  which  it  would  hardly be  possible  to  map  the  coast
anyway. If the forebears of neanderthals left Africa at the height of a green age, when could they
last have done so?

The last green age available was about 125,000 years ago, but humans reached Naxos up to 260,000
years ago and the isle of Flores in the Indonesian archipelago very much earlier, though it could
never be reached by crossing less than 20 km of sea.

They (stone tools) indicate that, sometime between 800,000 and 900,000 years ago, 
Homo erectus in this region had acquired the capacity to make water crossings.3

The  date  is  now  thought  to  have  been  about  1,000,000  years  ago,  before  neanderthals  and
denisovans arose, so it is likely that the latter were able to make seafaring rafts.

Interglacial climate
The forerunners of neanderthals and denisovans are less likely to have left East Africa during an ice
age than during a green age, to escape the heat. But the less hospitable Africa became, the more

2 Trager, L. Mysterious Mapmakers, Exploring the impossibly accurate 16th century maps of Antartica and 
Greenland, www.newyorkmapsociety.org/LTMysteriousMapmakers.html, 2007

3 Morwood, M.J. et al. Fission-track ages of stone tools and fossils on the east Indonesian island of Flores. Letters to 
Nature, 27 June 1997
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hospitable Antarctica became. According to the graph above, the hottest ‘recent’ interglacial was
about 325,000 years ago, when temperatures rose globally by about 8 degrees. Temperatures are
above average now, so what are they like along the eastern shore of Antarctica?

They vary between -15°C and 0°C in the course of a year. But did temperatures in the Antarctic rise
by only the same amount as temperatures globally? Changes of temperature may not be the same
everywhere. If a continent is iced over, most warmth from the sun is reflected back, perpetuating the
cold, but once the ice has melted and uncovered darker materials, temperatures rise more swiftly.
By how much may they risen along the shores of Antarctica?

We conclude that previous temperature estimates from interglacial climates are likely to
be  too  low.  The  available  evidence  is  consistent  with  a  peak  Antarctic  interglacial
temperature that was at least 6 K higher than that of the present day … 4

This  implies  that  temperatures  varied
annually between about -8°C and +7°C along
the Pacific coast, but the rise in temperature
may not  have been uniform throughout  the
continent.  This  map  shows  the  rates  of
change  over  recent  decades.   Temperatures
along  the  Pacific  coast  are  rising  more
swiftly so for thousands of years may have
been  tolerable  to  furry  monkeys  in  winter
clothing.

4 Sime, L.C. et al. Evidence for warmer interglacials in East Antarctica ice cores, Letter to Nature, accepted 5 Oct 
2009
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Here is a game of football played at the British Rothera research station on the Antarctic peninsula
on the 21st of January 2009.

And  last  weekend,  staff  had  an  outdoor  barbecue  with
steaks and a cooler for drinks made from snow scooped up
by a bulldozer … At Rothera, summer temperatures now
are  comparable  to  the  winter  in  England  … On ‘warm’
days,  when temperatures climb to about 7 Celsius, some
Antarctica  staff  wander  around  outside  in  tee-shirts  and
even shorts.5

Aboriginal depictions of denisovans as wandjina show them as having been pale with big dark eyes.
The eye-size may have been due to their being nocturnal, and if they were, there would have been
little survival value in being dark as protection against the sunshine, even in Africa. How long
would diurnal humans take to adapt to conditions on Antarctica? They have adapted to their current
latitudes since the end of the last ice age:6

The four lowest scores for orbital volume are for humans in Micronesia and Africa, and the four
highest are for humans in the USA and Europe. How long have they been adapting?

The cold glacials typically last for around 100,000 years, whilst the warm interglacials
are much shorter and may last between 5,000 and 15,000 years. Our current interglacial
(the Holocene) started about 11,000 years ago.7

5 Doyle, A. Antarctic soccer, barbecues and warming. Blogs dashboard, Reuters, 22 Jan 2009
6 Based on the data from Pierce & Dunbar: Latitudinal variation in light levels drives human visual system size. 

Biology Letters, Royal Society, 27 Jul 2011
7 Public Release, New Antarctic ice discovery aids future climate predictions, British Antarctic Survey, 16 Aug 2016
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In effect we have had about 11,000 years, slightly more than the period likely to have been available
to denisovans, so even if diurnal, they too should have been able to adapt. It has taken our skin
longer to become pale, but not at such high latitudes.

DNA taken from the wisdom tooth of a European hunter-gatherer has given scientists an
unprecedented glimpse of modern hunters before the rise of farming. The Mesolithic
man, who lived in Spain around 7,000 years ago, had an unusual mix of blue eyes, black
or brown hair and dark skin, according to analyses of his genetic make-up … They
found that the ancient DNA most closely matched the genetic makeup of people living
in northern Europe, in particular Sweden and Finland.8

The fact that not only neanderthals but also denisovans adapted to cooler climes is implied by
schizophrenia. This is more common in summer than in winter, as if due to an inability to cope with
heat, but along the equator is less common in Africa than in Asia and South America.9

The hot-spots in Melanesia tally with those for denisovan genes.

The direction of immigration
Neanderthals and/or denisovans appear in the zodiac as the pail-man or pale man Aquarius, who
was known in southeast Asia as the weir-can Wairocana and in South America as Wiracocha or
Viracocha, of whom it is said:

Viracocha began his work of creation on the shores of Lake Titicaca in Tiahuanaco,
carving in stone the figures of the first two human, the first man and the first woman,
the basis of his work. When he named the statues, they came to life but in the dark,
since he had not yet given light to the earth … Then he left Tiahuanaco behind and
headed north … Before leaving he delegated the secondary tasks of creation to his two
helpers, Toca pu Viracocha and Imaymana Viracocha, who set out to the east and west
of the Andes, to give life and name to all plants and animals ...10

8 Sample, I. Swarthy, blue-eyed caveman revealed using DNA from ancient tooth. The Guardian, 26 Jan 2014
9 Schizophrenia world map - DALY – WHO2004.svg

10 Cultura Inca, Cosmologia Inca. La creación de Viracocha. www.pueblosoriginarios.com, 2005
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This implies that Wiracocha and his kin were nocturnal and came from the south - from Patagonia,
the land of giants, not from the north over the Bering Straits.

The zodiac’s orientation
Viewed from north of the equator, the sun, moon and planets rise on the left, and viewed from south
of the equator, they rise on the right. In the western version of the zodiac there is the sequence
‘Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius’ and in the Chinese version the tallying sequence ‘Horse, Goat,
Monkey’, but for them to rise in the proper order, the western diagram has to be turned clockwise,
and the Chinese diagram anticlockwise, though the mean latitude of China is 33° north. This make
little sense, unless the Chinese version of the zodiac came from south of the equator. What is true of
the zodiac is true of Peking opera.  In German the word for stage is  bühne and the word for a
planet’s path is bahn, as if the stage were like a rainbow in standing for the paths of planets. Hence
players always rise onto the stage in the east and set in the west, but viewers are placed south of the
stage to view the actors as planets in the north, as if the viewers were south of the equator.

The walkaround
Planets move round the sun, and members of some faiths move round objects of veneration. Hindus,
Buddhists and Druids move clockwise, and the Bön, Jains, Jews and Muslims anticlockwise. Bön or
Pan is the indigenous religion of Tibet, and Jains are the followers of jinn, like monks of monkeys.
Muslims in Mecca circle the black stone in the Kaaba, which in pre-Islamic times held 360 idols,
standing for days in a year and degrees in the zodiac, so devotees emulate planets in circling the
stone.

Ocean gyres
In Cambodia stands the temple of Angkor Wat. In German a wat is a
mud-flat, and an angkor is an anchor, so the temple may have a lot to
do with  seadogs.  Indeed  it  is  dedicated  to  Vishnu or  Fish-nu,  nu
being ancient Egyptian for the primordial waters. In the southeast of
the tower there is a bas-relief showing the mythical churning of the
sea of milk in the form of a tug of war between asuras and devas,
seen more easily in this Indian miniature. They disagree about the
direction in which the sea should flow. South of the equator it flows
anticlockwise and north of the equator clockwise. The devas, shown
on  the  right  with  hats  as  conical  as  the  churn,  are  insisting  on
anticlockwise so seem to be southerners.  The bas-relief  at  Angkor
Wat is described in a handbook as follows:

In Hindu mythology 13 precious things, including the elixir of immortality, were lost in
the churning of the cosmic sea … in a giant tug-of-war that lasted for a thousand years.
In the bas-relief panel, the front end of the serpent is being pulled by 91 surly-looking
asuras (demons), anchored by the 21-headed demon king Ravana; on the right are 88
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almond-eyed devas (gods) pulling on the tail, anchored by monkey god Hanuman …
The central pivot … is … Mount Mandara, represented by a tower.11

A year of 364 days can be split up neatly into 13 months of 28 days, so one of the precious things
lost seems to have been a feasible calendar. Each of the 4 seasons is made up of 88 days, but a year
of 13 months cannot be subdivided, since 13 is a prime number. Hanuman has good reason to side
with the devas, since his name designates him as a canoe-man.

Temples’ orientation
Since the axes of the zodiac were associated symbolically with morning and evening, noon and
night, they were also associated with east and west, south and north, so a building’s orientation
could allude to an axis of the zodiac and political credo. A building oriented east-west may stand for
the old order, and one oriented south-north may stand for the new. Originally the east-west axis
stood for mothers and sages, then after sages had adopted the sun-centered model of the system, the
south-north axis too could stand for them. Later there emerged a caste of warriors, who identified as
firebrands with the sun, so they then took over this axis. The symbolism is shown below, together
with a heeling axis to be explained.

      winter, north, ice 

fall, west, hill spring, east, sea

heeling axis

      summer, south, sun

The diagram shows the standard orientation in the west, but as seen from south of the equator, the
sun is in the north, so the vertical axis should then be the other way round. Likewise a people living
between mountains in the east and the sea in the west might finally turn the other axis round. Till
then the disparity between the layout and the location would offer a clue to where the people are
from.

The heeling axis tallies with the orientation of many ancient monuments. It  arose because of a
problem with the cross. Planets are assigned to signs in pairs along each axis, so each sign has two
alternative planets. In effect a symbol of unity reveals muddle and disagreement. The old axis was
then swung round to coincide with the new, and along one side of the axis the series of planets
began with the earth and on the other with the sun; but this compromise strongly favored the new
axis, so the joint axis was then swiveled back a little, to begin in the sign assigned to the earth.

11 Buckley, M. The churning of the ocean of milk; the Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos Handbook, Moon Publications
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Owing to this swiveling back, summer and winter began 15 days earlier, so Saint Nikolaus’ Day
(Santa Claus Day) is celebrated in Germany on the 6th of December.

What orientation do ancient buildings have in various parts of the world?

The European mainland

The oldest site presently known is Lepenski
Vir  in  Serbia,  where  the  remains  of  huts
have  been  found on the  west  bank  of  the
Danube, next  to a  whirlpool  (vir or  weir).
The huts are basically segments of a circle,
but  the  curved  open  ends  do  not  point
exactly east but a little north of east. They
must stand for the start of the east-west axis
in the zodiac, so the south-north axis would
begin  a  little  east  of  south.  In  effect  the
people were using the northern or standard
European version of the zodiac. The site is
thought to go back about 9000 years.

Stonehenge began at about the same time. Once
more the main axis, here in the form of a cursus
or course, is oriented east-west, beginning slightly
north  of  east,  as  if  the  well  known  monument
were part of a much bigger circle. Further north
can be seen the end of the Lesser Cursus, heeling
even more. 

Since the east-west axis begins slightly north of east, the south-north axis must begin slightly east of
south, as confirmed by the south and north barrows in the stone circle itself. These are not barrows
in the sense of graves but earthworks. 

When  the  South  ‘Barrow’ was  excavated  by  the
archaeologist William Hawley in 1921, he found a
chalk floor, which may suggest that there was once
a small building there.12

12 North Barrow, Stonehenge Glossary, Stonehenge www.english-heritage.org.uk
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The heeling of three aligned henges dating back to
3500-2500 BC by Thornborough in Yorkshire is even
greater.  Here  there  are  two axes,  one  marked by a
cursus (causeway) and one by a set of camps and the
remains of a second cursus. Moreover the camp in the
southeast is called Hollin Head Camp as the head and
start of the axis. As at Lepenski Vir and Stonehenge,
the axes have been turned anticlockwise a little.

New Grange, built about 3200 BC, has the same orientation, letting
the sun light the whole entrance passage up at the winter solstice,
but this can hardly be the main reason for heeling in general, since
causeways are open to the sun, and the huts in Lepenski Vir face
east-north-east, so are more likely to be lit at dawn in winter.

Much  the  same  angle  was  chosen  by  the  builders  of  the
temples  of  the  giants,  standing  36°  north  on  Gozo,  the
northernmost isle of Malta, and dating back to a similar period.

Last  but  not  latest  are  cuts  into  the  rock  of  Gorham’s  cave  on
Gibraltar,  believed  to  have  been  one  of  the  last  retreats  of
neanderthals  in  Europe,  used from about  55,000-25,000 BC. No
fossils have been found to identify the inhabitants as neanderthal or
modern,  but  the  mousterian  style  of  the  tools  is  typically
neanderthal. The grid is like the plan of a village, whose east-west
axis is crossed by an axis heeling to southeast.

But  what  about  Crete,  which could  be reached only by sea?  As
already mentioned, stone tools on the island may date back to about
130,000 BC, so the island may have had a separate culture.
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Crete

The palace of Knossos dates back to about 1900 BC.
The plan view is not oriented due north so has to be
swiveled clockwise a little, revealing a new orientation.
The southern end of the main axis  heels  to  the west
instead of the east,  the main entrance is in the north,
and the shrine of the double-bladed axes (the two-sided
axis),  standing for the whole zodiac and thus for the
holy spirit, is in the south.

In effect each axis is the ‘wrong way round’, but this can hardly be due to a takeover by warriors,
since Knossos is a palace without fortifications. This also suggests that the island may not have
been colonized from the mainland. But on Crete is this layout an exception or the rule?

Here is the layout of Zakros, likewise dating back
to  about  1900 BC.  Once  more  the  southern  end
heels to the west, not east.

The same is true of Phaidros, whose first palace
was built  about 2000 BC, but the heeling is too
slight to be significant. Coins from the settlement
are likewise unbiased in bearing its name written
from left to right or from right to left.13

13Wroth, W.; Poole, R.S. (Editor) (1886). Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Crete and the Aegean Islands. London: British

Museum. pp.61–64
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The  southwest  orientation  is  also  shared  by  ruins  on  a
limestone promontory on northwest Malta, Ras ir-Raħeb,
where megaliths were incorporated into a Punic building.
Punic alludes to sailors from Carthage, a colony founded
by seafaring  Canaanites.  In  effect  Malta  may have  been
neanderthal territory during the ice-ages while part of the
European mainland but otherwise a haven for seadogs from
elsewhere. 

The Canary Islands

This guess is substantiated by the fact that the same anomaly is found on Tenerife in the Canaries.
No site map is available online, but homing in on the site by searching for ‘pyramids of Güímar’ on
the Google map reveals that they are oriented south-southwest, not south-southeast. 

Egypt

The above findings suggest that the orientation suitable for
the  northern  hemisphere  was  adopted  on  the  European
mainland, whereas the orientation suitable for the southern
hemisphere was adopted on islands, as if these had been
settled by long-distance seadogs, so what was the situation
in Egypt, which is part of the African mainland, but whose
settlements were mainly along the Nile and accessible to
seafarers?

As  seen  here,  the  pyramids  themselves  are  oriented
neutrally  east-west  or  north-south,  but  the  causeways
representing the east-west axis of the zodiac, like the main
and lesser cursus at Stonehenge, show all three possibilities. The short causeway from the main
pyramid  –  the  pyramid  of  Cheops  –  is  swiveled  slightly  anticlockwise,  as  on  the  European
mainland; the more notable causeway from the slightly smaller pyramid of Chephren is swiveled
slightly clockwise, as on islands; and the causeway from the third pyramid is neutral. This suggests
that the landlubbers traded with the seafarers on equal terms.

Canaan

During the ice ages the east coast of the Mediterranean and
the region inland were cooler and wetter than now, so even
then  there  was  a  fertile  crescent  reaching  from  the
Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf. Since places within the
crescent  were  on  a  trade  route,  the  orientation  of  temples
throughout the region should be the same, unless the western
end of the crescent on the coast of the Mediterranean was
settled by seafarers from south of the equator.
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The orientation in the Canaanite settlement of Lachish, whose
origins go back to about 5000 BC, is the same as that on Crete,
not that on the European mainland. The same is true at the other
end of the fertile crescent, which is likewise near the sea:

Sumer

The oldest  city in the region and maybe the world is  Eridu,  founded
around 5400 BC. As shown by the compass needle in the upper left, the
orientation  of  ‘temples  7-6  (late  Ubaid)’14 is  to  the  southwest  so  is
likewise typical of the seadogs.

The same is true of Uruk nearby. This features in the Epic of Gilgamesh, recorded on cuneiform
tablets,  one  of  which  was  only  recently  discovered.  The
whole series of events takes place in the round of the zodiac,
the four main locations being at points of the cross. The first
is a watering-hole (later the sea), the second is the fortress of
Uruk, the third is the scorpion gate and the fourth the cedar
forest  guarded  by  Humbaba.  However,  the  warlord
Gilgamesh reaches the scorpion gate (Scorpio at the end of
the old axis) just before reaching the sea (at its start), so the
direction of the axis is ambiguous. Another tablet turned up
recently,  offering  insight  into  the  world  of  the  forest-
dwellers, where Gilgamesh kills the guardian of the world tree before moving on to the ferryman
Urshanabi, whose stone things he then destroys.

The  most  interesting  addition  to  knowledge  provided  by  the  new  source  is  the
continuation of the description of the Cedar Forest, one of the very few episodes in
Babylonian narrative poetry when attention is paid to landscape. The cedars drip their
aromatic sap in cascades (ll.  12–16),  a trope that gains power from cedar  incense’s
position in Babylonia as a rare luxury imported from afar. The abundance of exotic and
costly materials in fabulous lands is a common literary motif.

14 Department of Classics, College of Arts & Sciences, The University of North Carolina online, Uruk period, Ubaid 
period (4900-4000)
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Perhaps more surprising is the revelation that the Cedar Forest was, in the Babylonian
literary imagination, a dense jungle inhabited by exotic and noisy fauna (17–26). The
chatter of monkeys, chorus of cicada, and squawking of many kinds of birds formed a
symphony (or cacophony) that daily entertained the forest’s guardian, Humbaba. The
passage  gives  a  context  for  the  simile  “like  musicians”  that  occurs  in  very broken
context in the Hittite version’s description of Gilgameš and Enkidu’s arrival at the Cedar
Forest.

Humbaba’s jungle orchestra evokes those images found in ancient Near Eastern art, of
animals playing musical instruments. Humbaba emerges not as a barbarian ogre and but
as a foreign ruler entertained with music at court in the manner of Babylonian kings, but
music of a more exotic kind, played by a band of equally exotic musicians.15

The question is  whether the monkeys (Fr.  singes)  were chattering or singing in the greenwood
symphony. Humbaba or Huwawa is shown mostly as broad-nosed and stocky like Bes in Egyptian
art with a mien made up of a single continuous line, to show his allegiance to the holy spirit. The
two ends of the fertile crescent seem to have been firmly in the seadogs’ hands but the ambiguous
direction of the east-west axis in the Epic of Gilgamesh suggests that the middle may have been in
neanderthal hands. What was the orientation of places there?

Assyria

The orientation of Nineveh in Assyria,  said to have been the biggest
settlement in the world in the 7th century BC, was typically neanderthal
as on the European mainland.

Babylon

The same was true of Babylon, first mentioned
in the 3rd millennium BC.

15 Al-Rawi, F.N.H. & George, A.R.  Back to the Cedar Forest: the beginning and end of Tablet V of the standard 
Babylonian Epic of Gilgameš, Journal of Cuneiform Studies, 11 June 2014, p. 74
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Persia
Persepolis  was founded in 520 BC and has  the
same orientation, though the new axis from south
to north has become the main one. This is reached
along the east-west axis,  beginning in the west,
but entrance from the east may be unfeasible on
account of the steep slope.

At the start of the axis leading north, there is a
harem, showing that the leadership of society has
passed into the hands of warriors, for the old axis
in the zodiac led from the earth to the rim of the
system, from matriarchs to sages, the power of the
matriarchs  being  due  to  polyandry,  whereby
several men had to compete in pleasing a shared
wife.  In  a  militarized  society,  warriors  are
continually being killed, so there remain more women than men, and houris become whores, as
cheap as they are common. The presence of the harem in the south also shows that the direction of
the south-north axis is the one typical for the northern hemisphere and has not be reversed.

Indus
The oldest cities known in India lie in the northwest round
the river Indus and are taken to belong to a single culture,
owing to the use of uniform weights and measures. One
of the five main sites is Dholavira,  which lies near the
coast and dates back to about 2650 BC. The heeling tallies
with  that  on  the  European  mainland  in  being
anticlockwise.

The same is true of Harappa,  dating back to about 2600 BC. The
areas bounded by vertical and horizontal lines are excavations, not
parts of walls.
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The same is also true of Surkotada, which arose
at about 2100 BC on a site already used on the
coast.

The same is largely true of Lothal, which likewise arose
at the site of a port already in use. The foundations were
washed away by flooding in 2350 BC, then the town
was rebuilt as shown on the map, here spun through 90°
for  the  sake  of  a  northerly  orientation.  There  is  a
discrepancy  between  the  town  and  the  fortifications.
The main street is oriented east of south, as is typical of
neanderthal Europe, but the fortifications point precisely
south and thereby tally with the new axis in the zodiac –
the one adopted by warriors. The rise of militarization is
also shown by the evidence of fire-worship instead of
mother-worship.

There  are  the  same  three  oddities  in  Kalibangan,
though it is far inland. They imply that some of the
towns were becoming more militarized, since warriors
identified  as  firebrands  with  the  sun  and  were
responsible  for  planning  fortifications.  This  also
explains the lengthening of the axis leading north.
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Mohenjo daro was built about 2500 BC and abandoned about
1900  BC.  The  buildings  tally  precisely  with  compass
directions, but a line leading from the great bath to the stupa
as the old axis of the zodiac would heel anticlockwise, as in
the other settlements. The stupa is a later addition but the 12-
meter brick mound beneath it  is  not. All  in all,  the layout
cannot  be  interpreted  so  clearly  as  in  the  other  cases.
Whether the room marked as a granary really was one is still
uncertain.

Otherwise  the  settlements  of  the  Indus  valley  civilization
have the orientation suitable for the northern hemisphere.

Cambodia

Angkor  Wat  was  built  in  the  1100s  in  honor  of  Višnu  or  Fish-nu,  nu being  the  name  of  the
primordial waters in ancient Egypt. The temple is shown in more detail at the bottom right.

The main axis is the old one, running from east to west, but the earth began smooth and covered in
water then buckled and formed mountains, so in symbolic terms the old axis led from the sea to
mountains, and in the case of Angkor Wat the main body of water is in the west and the temple as a
mountain in the east, so this complex is unusual in being dedicated openly to the seadogs and in
having an axis running from west to east. This might not be surprising if the seadogs had long been
based on the west coast of South America with the Pacific in the west and the Andes in the east. The
symbolism would have had to be adjusted or undermined by the geography.
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Hidden paintings have recently been discovered in the central tower. One chamber in
the tower has a scene showing a traditional Khmer musical ensemble known as the
pinpeat, which is made up of different gongs, xylophones, wind instruments and other
percussion instruments. In the same chamber, there's also an intricate scene featuring
people riding horses between two structures, which might be temples.16

In effects the seadogs are shown as nomads on land or sea and as musicians with pans and gongs.
Indeed they appear in Indian myth as the pandavas (Pan and the divas).

Neanderthal  genes  suggest  that  the  stocky  yet  brainy  individuals  possessed  tonal
languages, since there is an association between tone and two of their genes involved in
brain growth and development.17

Those  with  a  better  sense  of  tone  were  able  to
communicate  better,  so  their  passion  for  singing  had
survival value. Moreover, from a distance melody is more
easily made out than speech, so whistled speech was used
for calling from hill to hill on La Gomera in the Canary
Islands  and  in  Oaxaca  in  Mexico.  Neanderthals  and
maybe denisovans had big chests and small voice-boxes
so in effect they yodeled to each other.

Australia

Here  is  the  Wurdi  Youang  aboriginal  stone  circle  in
Victoria in Australia. Shaped like the huts in Lepenski Vir,
it likewise embodies only the east-west axis but faces in
the opposite direction, as if water were in the west, not in
the east.

South America

One of the oldest temples in South America is the pyramid of Akapana, near Lake Titicaca.

It is thought to have been used as a place of worship, since it was topped by a sunken
temple in the form of a cross ... Its main entrance was in the west and led to staircases
flanked by reliefs with the motif of the puma-man.18

16 Jarus, O. Angkor Wat: History of ancient temple, www.livescience.com, 08 Oct 2014
17 Viegas, J. Scientists say our languages might preserve neanderthal talk, NBC News, 11 July 2013
18 Wikipedia. Pirámide de Akapana, 2016
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This east-west reversal, as shown by an axis heeling slightly clockwise, not anti-clockwise, was not
exceptional  in  America,  as  shown  by  Chavin  de  Huntár,  further  north  along  the  Andes,  and
Teotihuacan and Chichén Itzá in central America.

In Teotihuacan the axis not only heels in the wrong direction but
also runs in the wrong direction. The axis should lead from the
earth or its partner the moon to the outermost planet or holy spirit,
but the temple of the moon is in the north and that of the snake in
the south.

Teotihuacan is in the middle of central America with sea on either
side, so the reversal of the east-west axis must be due to an earlier
stay on the Pacific coast, and the fact that the axis begins in the
north, not south, points to a site south of the equator.

The main building in  Chichén Itzá,  on the  Yucatan  peninsula
with sea nearest in the north, is the Temple of Kukulcán in the
form  of  a  four-sided  pyramid.  Like  most  buildings  in  the
complex, it heels west of south, not east of south, as if it  too
were based on a blueprint from south of the equator. In central
America the dispute between agents of the old order and agents
of the new – between sages and warriors – was played out in the
form of a ballgame, whose court  in Chichén Itzá heels in the
same  direction.  The  losers  were  beheaded,  and  the  blood
spurting out of their necks was sarcastically shown as a set of
snakes (the holy spirit).

In effect the ballgame was like a debate between scholars and
boxers on how best to organize society, except that the outcome
depended  mainly  on  brute  force  and  the  losers  were  killed.
Given  that  differences  in  temperament  and  style  were  partly
genetic, this was genocide presented as sport .

The beheading was also symbolical. When the old axis of the zodiac was swiveled and aligned with
the new, the earth was moved from its position at the head of the old axis and placed at the head of
the new, so this  was described by members  of the old order  as a  beheading.  This appears  for
instance  in  the  gospels  as  the  beheading  of  John  the  Baptist  and  in  Norse  mythology as  the
beheading of the giant Ymir (often misnamed Mimir), whose head is still revered for its wisdom.
Till recently head-hunting was endemic on New Guinea, a denisovan hot spot. Even among the
Ainu on the isle of Hokkaido, the orb at the hub of the system of planets is known as its head. A tale
begins: ‘When the sun rises at the head of the world (i.e. in the east), a devil tries to swallow it.’ 19

19 Chamberlian, B.H. Sunrise, Ainu Folktales, translated literally, told by Penri, 12 July 1886 
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Actually the sun is swallowed by Mother Earth on setting, not on rising, so the Ainu must have
placed the head of the old axis in the west.

Whether the temple in Chichén Itzá faced north or south is presently unclear, but it stands over a
sinkhole (cenote), in which the ‘water is thought to run from north to south’.20 If so, the symbolism
likewise points to an origin south of the equator.

An exception to the rule of reversing east and west, and north and south in the Americas, lies in the
Andes in the form of Machu-Picchu, whose main entrance lies in the southeast, with which the main
square  and most  buildings  are  aligned,  but  the  settlement  perches  on  a  mountain  crest,  so the
builders had limited possibilities.

North America

A legend  of  the  Seneca  tribe  states  that  the  tribe  originated  in  a  village  called
Nundawao, near the south end of Canandaigua Lake, at South Hill.21

Boston  in  Massachusetts  is  named  after
Boston in Lincolnshire in England, so was
Lake Canandaigua or Canaan-Dogū in the
USA linked to Canaan in the Middle East,
where  the  main  deity  was  the  merman
Dagon?  If  so,  the  orientation  of  Lake
Canandaigua  should  be  denisovan,  not
neanderthal,  in  pointing  southwest,  not
southeast. Indeed it is, and in being only
the  fourth  biggest  of  the  Finger  Lakes
(and  fourth  from the  left  above),  it  can
hardly have been chosen by the tribe as its origin on the basis of size.

Since the orientation is suited to a location south of the equator, the axis represented by the lake
should begin at its north end. Indeed, this is where the tribe claims to have originated, so beginning
in Patagonia at the southernmost tip of the American continent, denisovans seem to have spread to
the Great Lakes. South Hill is near Bare Hill:

The traces of an ancient fort, covering about an acre, and surrounded by a ditch, and
formerly by a formidable wall, are still to be seen on top of Bare Hill. They indicate
defenses raised by Indian hands or more probably belong to the labors of a race that
preceded the Indian occupation. The wall is now about tumbled down, the stones seem
somewhat scattered, and the ground is overgrown with brush.22

It would be useful to remove one or two stones, to check the age of the organic material crushed and
preserved beneath them, but unfortunately:

20 Wikipedia. El Catello, Chichen Itza, 2016. No source is named, but the information has not been queried, as if it 
were added by a member of the National Institute of Anthropology and History in charge of the site. 

21 Wikipedia. Seneca people, 2016
22 Cleveland, S.C. History of Yates County, New York, 1873
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The Old Fort cannot be seen today. Not only was the material that made up the fort dug
up with a steam shovel in the early 1920s to provide road fill but the Town of Middlesex
highway crew dug down three feet deep around the spring at the site of the fort for still
more road fill.23

In Henry Ford’s view ‘history is bunk’, so history was erased to make way for cars. If this was a
fort made by denisovans, do they appear in Seneca mythology? Neanderthals in Europe are recalled
in the polyandrous tale of Snow-white and the seven dwarfs, so were there any dwarfs known as the
dogū or daigua near the Old Fort? There were some known as the djogeon: ‘They are enormously
strong and responsible  for moving rocks around the countryside.’24 The following tale is  about
them:

There was a young man named Snow who lived with his parents along the bank of a
river. He played about the dooryard everyday and sometimes swam in the river. When
he was very young he obeyed everything his father told him and refrained from going
toward the south, where he had been forbidden to venture.

One morning he took his bow and arrows and began to hunt cedar waxwings. It was
springtime and there were many of these birds on the tall trees. Just as he was about to
shoot, the birds flew to the south and so kept on flying up the bed of a smaller stream,
emptying into the river.  As Snow chased the birds,  he noticed that the walls  of the
stream grew higher and higher until they were very high and close together at the top. It
became very dark and Snow became confused and could not tell where to walk, for the
rocks began to get more and more jagged. So he sat down on a large stone, feeling very
miserable.

Suddenly he heard a stone strike the ground at his feet. He looked about in the gloom
and then heard  another  strike.  The next  time the  stone  struck him on the  forehead
between the eyes and Snow fell over like a dead person.

After a long time he heard voices speaking. The discussion was about him and he heard
a voice say, ‘Now we have him.’ he resolved to keep his eyes shut and wait for a good
opportunity to escape. Soon he heard footfalls about him; they were very light like a
small child’s. Then more came about him and soon he heard the sound of drumming.
Presently small voices began to sing and the singing continued for a long time.

Snow understood every word and remembered the songs. Finally he made up his mind
that there was nothing malign about the intentions of the beings that moved about him
and he opened his eyes.

All about him were pygmies – little people – dressed just like Indians. There was a
shout when he opened his eyes and he was told to rise and be seated. He could now see
clearly by aid of a fire on the slaty bottom of the creek.

23 Robinson, D.D. Who built the ‘Old Fort’ on Bare Hill and other pre-Seneca structures in Yates county, N.Y.? The 
Crooked Lake Review, Spring 1997

24 Native American legends: Jogah, www.native-languages.org, 1996
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At length one of the little people spoke, asking him if he had tobacco. Snow searched
through his hunting pouch and found a small quantity which he gave the chief. This
caused an expression of great pleasure.

The chief of the little people now spoke. ‘You have come to our home,’ said he. ‘We
sent for you in order that we might teach you our ways. You are to stay here until you
have learned our customs.’

Snow lived with the little people and became versed in all their arts. He was told that
when the Djogeon were in need of tobacco they would be heard singing, and then the
Indians must throw tobacco into the gulches where the sound emanated.  Sometimes
drumming  would  be  heard  instead  of  singing,  and  this  also  indicated  the  need  of
tobacco. The little people would also be pleased to have finger nail parings in order to
give them certain human powers. Snow was told about the different tribes of Djogeon
and about the stone throwers. Some Djogeon had power over the fruits and plants and
even the health of people. They had some valuable hunting charms that they would
bestow if  man would guard their  potency by appropriate ceremonies.  All  this  Snow
learned.

The time came for him to depart, and the Djogeon gave him presents, telling him their
purposes and magical attributes. Snow now departed and returned to his people, who
had  grown very old.  They scarcely  knew him because  of  his  long  absence,  which
seemed to him only a few days.

Snow now called together his friends and taught them the ceremonies and the songs of
the  little  people,  and these ceremonies  have come down to  this  day.  They must  be
performed in the dark.

After that time the people began to see Djogeon in various places, but they felt safe,
knowing how to appease them.

The allusion to snow is an allusion to neanderthals or denisovans, to can-
men or canoe-men, since modern man was dark till only a few thousand
years ago, as mentioned above. Their identity is also shown by a Seneca
cornhusk mask akin to the wandjina in Australia. There are the same three
blobs or holes and a crown of feathers. Moreover:

The Seneca used kinship to organize their society; extended families
linked through the maternal line lived together in longhouses. The
tribe had eight clans; these were in turn organized into two equally
sized groups, or moieties.25

In societies practicing polyandry, a child knew who its mother was but not who its father was, and
the number 8 was typical of can-men and canoe-men in being the number of planets due to the
division and subdivision of a spiral nebula. The djogeon are more likely to have been canoe-men, as
shown by another Seneca tale. It is about a boy called Dirty Clothes, who comes across a couple of
djogeon while he is hunting. They praise his skill, so he offers them his spoils of only a couple of

25 The Seneca People. Encyclopædia Brittanica, 04 June 2007
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squirrels. Obligingly they take him to their cave by canoe and replace his clothes with the best
buckskin. This is more than a fair exchange.26

Snow is not only a pale man or pail-man but also able to follow what his captors are saying, so he
seems to have been abducted and adopted by the Seneca as a child and to have found his way back
to his people. He is then able to come and go as an emissary, but on returning to the Seneca for the
first time, he finds that years have elapsed, so the tale is about the distant past. Dwarfs in general
must have favored the holy version of genesis, since  dwarf in German is  zwerg and zweig means
twig, as if they viewed themselves as twigs on the world-tree.

Little people are also reported by the Penobscot, a neighboring tribe in Maine on the Atlantic coast.
They traditionally made baskets out of sweet grass, brown ash and birch bark and traveled by birch-
bark canoe, so their boats were also their barques. According to their creation myth, humans were
created by Gluscap, who ‘came from nothing’:

(He) first called the minds of the ‘red children’ to his coming into the world, when the
world contained no other man, in flesh, but himself. When he opened his eyes, lying on
his back in the dust, his head was toward the rising of the sun. Upon his arrival, Gluscap
was  greeted  by  Nokomis,  his  grandmother,  and  she  took  him  in.  Nokomis  raised
Gluscap, and he afforded her the utmost respect. Through Grandmother’s guidance and
teachings, Gluscap learned to live in balance. Her teaching contained cultural values
that were woven throughout Wabanaki oral history and are witnessed in the upbringing
of Gluscap.

At that point there were no other Wabanaki here in the land of the dawn. Before people,
Gusclap  created  the  little  people,  dwellers  in  rocks.  It  was  to  these  creatures  that
Gluscap first conveyed the values that he learned from Nakomis. The little people later
shared  this  knowledge.  Next  Gusclap  took  his  bows  and  arrows  and  shot  at  trees,
particularly the basket trees (the ash). This tree has been woven, interlocking our past
with our future and providing sustenance to our present. The arrow struck the ash tree
and split it. From this split came the first man and the first woman and all the animals of
the land.27

The tale is ambiguous for political reasons. Gluscop
is presented as the first man, but this cannot be true
if  he already has a grandmother and mother.  The
spider-woman  Nokomis  taught  weaving  and  a
sustainable way of life to a red-haired race of little
people,  who  lived  among  rocks  and  caves.  She
favored the holy version of genesis, symbolized by
the  world  tree,  and her  favored  tree  was the  ash
because of its use in weaving. The basket shown
was woven from black ash splints and sweetgrass
by Katie Sickles of the Iroquois, Oneida.

26 Welker, G. (compiler). The Gifts of the Little People (Makiawisug), www.indigenouseople.net/littlepe.html, 2016
27 Penobscot, Culture and history of the nation, www.penobscotculture.com, 2016
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Natives of the northeast made their  woodsplints  from the trees of brown, black ash
(Fraximus nigra) and oaks … Ash is the preferred material for fine woodsplint basket
making. Some sturdy workbaskets were made with oak for their durability, but the time-
enduring silky appearance of woodsplint baskets comes from ash.28

The world-tree in Norse mythology is likewise an ash, the Yggdrasil (literally egg-thrush), but trees
divide  and  subdivide  without  having  to  be  split  by  arrows.  Is  simple-minded  Gusclap  really
Nokomis’ grandson or does he come from elsewhere? His orientation at birth suggests that he does,
for he is lying with his head towards sunrise. An east-west orientation was associated with the old
order, but the head of the denisovan axis was in the west, not east, so he is no denisovan.

Overview

The  above  findings  can  also  be
checked statistically, as here on the
right,  though  the  analyst  has
neglected to give his sources or the
antiquity of the buildings.29 His aim
was to find the orientations favored
by the five most popular religions –
Hinduism,  Buddhism,  Christianity,
Judaism  and  Islam  –  but  new
temples  were  often  built  on  the
foundations  of  old  ones,  so  their
orientation was due to much earlier
beliefs.

More  of  these  buildings  are
oriented to the east  or west than to the north or south,  but there are marked differences in the
direction of heeling. Here they are in the order in which they heel:

anticlockwise → → → clockwise 

Pakistan Italy India Israel Thailand

Here they are in the order of increasing preference for a south-north orientation:

Italy Pakistan India Israel Thailand

The shared sequence Italy/Pakistan-India-Thailand suggests that longitude, not religion, is the key
factor, so Israel is the anomaly, but as shown above, the anomalous orientation of temples in Israel
goes back the days of Canaan and is shared by temples on the Canary Isles, Crete and in Sumer, as
if seadogs from the south had settled not only in southeast Asia but also along coasts elsewhere and
even sailed to and fro across the Atlantic to the Great Lakes.

28 Weaving splint baskets, www.nativetech.org/basketry/splintweaving.html
29 Kadish, S. The geographic orientation of religious buildings, Vizual Stastix, 2016
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Penguins
In Kimberley in northwestern Australia, formerly the domain of denisovans, there is rock art said to
have been painted ages ago by Gwion Gwion, a thrush with a bloody beak.30 The only bird with a
similar name in English is the penguin or pan-gwion, found in the Antarctic and in neighboring
waters.  If  denisovans  traveled  from there  across  the  equator  into  the  northern  hemisphere  and
likened  themselves  to  penguins,  much  would  be  left  to  locals’  imaginations.  Successors  of
Sagittarius or the nomadic horsemen depicted in Angkor Wat were the Scythians, who would travel
across the steppes from Europe to China. Had they ever heard of penguins?

About 2500 years ago they left a golden fish in what has become Poland. Known as the fish from
Vettersfelde, it looks like a common carp but has a pectoral fin not on its underside but half way up
its body, reaching all the way back to its tail fin, as if it were not a fin but a penguin’s flipper. On the
fish’s flank are shown the old order of society and the new. Above the flipper creatures are preying
upon each other, and below it they are helping each other. The latter form of society is exemplified
by a merman safeguarding a shoal of fish.

Not the djogeon but the dogon near the west African coast ascribe their skills and astronomical
knowledge to the arrival  of ‘nommos’,  whom they number among their  forebears.  These came
ashore, stood up and walked slowly on tail fins.

The  Nommos  are  also  referred  to  as  Masters  of  the  Water,  the  Monitors,  and  the
Teachers.31

They  must  have  been  neanderthals  or
denisovans, since the first  of them are said to
have been a pair of twins from a set of eight.
Neanderthals and denisovans favored the holy
version of genesis, in which a spiral nebula split
up into 2 parts, then into 4 and finally into 8. No
fish  stand  up  on  their  tail  fins,  but  penguins
swim horizontally then clamber ashore, stand up
and waddle slowly on webbed feet. Such figures
were depicted in Assyria on the side of a water
tank, and Gwion is also a figure in Welsh myth:

He (Gwion) ran away from the house of Ceridwen, but all too soon he heard the fury of
her pursuit. Using his new magical powers, he turned himself into a hare. She turned
into a greyhound bitch, and gained ever more on him. He came to a river, and quick as
thinking became a fish. She became an otter. He leapt from the water, and in the middle
of his leap became a bird of the air. The witch Ceridwen became a hawk.32

He is firstly at home on land, then in water, then in the air, as if a bird able to dive into water and
hunt for fish, so in Wales as in Australia, gwion must have been the name of a water-bird. Gwion is

30 Kimberley Foundation. Rock art sequence. www.kimberleyfoundation.org.au, 2016
31 Nonnos, Wikipedia, 2016
32 Cochrane, J. Taliesin. Encyclopedia Mythica, 1998
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chased in  the  Welsh  myth  for  having gained  wisdom and inspiration  from a  pan,  whereby he
became a pan-gwion or penguin and was later a famous bard or songbird. Penguins are no longer
able to fly, but the rockhopper penguin leaps from rock to rock like a neanderthal and maybe a
denisovan.

One of the biggest palaces in Canaan stood in
Tel Kabri, where newly found plaster fragments
are decorated with flying fish.
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